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APOLLO II HASSELBLAD PHOTOGRAPHY (70ram)
MAGAZINE N
(Frames ASII-36-5291 thru Frames 5432)
Magazine N consists of 141 frames of color 70mm film. The major number
of frames are of the translunar phase of the mission, with shots of the
earth, capsule interiors and operational photographs.
The last twenty-eight frames of the magazine were of the lunar surface
containing photographs of: craters IX, 204, 205, 207, 211, 216, 217,
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MAGAZINE0
(FRAMES ASI 1-38-5556 THRU 5689)
Magazine "O" contains photography of the backside with a short sequence
in the Sea of Fertility and another sequence extending into the nearside
terminator. There are several shots of the moon and the earth taken
after Transearth Insertion. This magazine was photographed with a 25Omm
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(Frames ASll-41-5971 Thru Frames 6159)
Magazine "P' is 7Omm black and white photography of the lunar surface
taken from the Command Module at approximately 60 nautical mile orbital
altitude. The first 132 frames are sequential high obliques with
90-98% forward overlap. The west looking sequence starts near 1%0 ° east
longitude at the equator and continues to the nearside lunar terminator
at 15° east. An 80mm lens was used. The following targets of opportunity
were at least partially imaged: TO #34, #67, #80, #84, and #115. Landing
Site 2 is also covered by this magazine.
The next 24 frames are a 250mm west looking oblique sequence, commencing
at 35° east and continuing to the nearside terminator. Photographic
targets of opportunity #80 and #132 are partially imaged.
The remaining frames are south looking obliques, taken on the farside of
the moon with a 250mm lens. Target of opportunity #15 is imaged several
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(Frames AS11-5737 thru 5843)
Magazine Q contains photography of the Tranquility Base with several
shots around the landing area. The magazine was photographed with
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(Frames AS11-37-5433 thru 5555)
Magazine R contains photographs taken from the LM. Frames 5433 thru
5448 are taken from orbital altitude with the CSM visible over the lunar
surface in frames 5443-5448. The remainder of the frames are photographs
of the lunar surface from the LM at Tranquility Base.
All photographs were taken with an 80mm lens. Partial coverage of Targets
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(FRAMES ASI 1-40-5844 THRU ASI 1-40-5970)
Magazine "S" is a color magazine taken with a 6Omm lens aboard the
LM. With the exception of the first three exposures the entire magazine
was taken upon the lunar surface at Tranquility Base. There are a
variety of subjects recorded including shots of the astronauts, the LM,
the deployment of the experiment packages and pan shots of the lunar
horizon. The first three frames include two high altitude views of the
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(Frames ASll-6349 thru Frames 6539)
Magazine T is 70mm black and white photography of the lunar surface
taken from the Command Module at approximately 60 nautical miles orbital
altitude. The first 14 frames are oblique with a directional view
mostly to the north. The area of coverage begins near 108 ° east
longitude at approximately 5° north latitude and continues to lO0 ° east
longitude. A 25Omm lens was used. Targets of opportunity numbers 53
and 55 were at least partially imaged.
The next 120 frames are 25Omm mostly northeast looking oblique sequences,
commencing at the farside terminator (160° west longitude) and continuing
to an area just south of the Sea of Crises (60° east longitude). The
following targets of opportunity were partially imaged: TO #11, #16,
#30, #34, #66, and #67.
The remaining 54 frames are west looking near vertical to obliques
taken on the farslde of the moon with an 80mm lens. Area of coverage
begins at 170 ° east longitude at the equator and concludes at approx-
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Magazine U was taken from the CSMwhile on a near circular lunar
equatorial orbit. Both the SOan_ 250mmlens were used. Magazine U
comtains oblique and near vertical black and white views of both the
lunar nearside and farside. There are several photographs of the
solar corona.
The following targets of opportunity are at least partially imaged:
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(From frames ASli-44-6540 to 6696)
This magazine contains Hasselblad 70mm color pictures (80 and 250mm
focal length) of lunar topography before separation of [M and the Command
Module, during separation (GET 100:15), during docking, just after TEI
(transearth insertion) and pictures of the earth several hours prior
to splash-down. Several sequences of lunar topography were taken between
the above events, but none were vertical.
Targets of opportunity either fully or partially covered include 15, 35,
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APOLLO I] SEQUENCE PHOTOQ_HY (I6ram)
There are 13 magazines of 16mm sequence photography with SO 368 and
SO 168 film. Five of the magazines contain plottable scenes of the
lunar surface. Seven magazines contain photographs of IVA, docking and
re-entry. Three magazines contain photography of EVA, which exhibit
excellent image quality. The LM descent and ascent photographic
sequence produced high quality exposures of the lunar scene.
The majority of the 16mm magazines exposed during the Apollo 11 Mission
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APOLLO Ii LUNAR CLOSEUP STEREOSCOPIC PHOTOGRAPHY (3Smm)
MAGAZINE W
(Frames ASII-45-6697 thru 6713)
Magazine W consists of 17 stereoscopic frames of color 3Smm film. Each
photograph taken by Astronaut Armstrong shows a closeup view of the lunar
surface covering an area approximately 72mm x 82.8mm. These photographs
appear in "Apollo 11 Preliminary Science Report," NASA SP-214.
129
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